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find temperature sensor assembly 889575 here 2 in stock ships immediately offering discount prices on oem mercury marine parts for over 50 years, more specifically i have a 135hp v6 mercury blackmax outboard from approx 1985 the overheat sensor called a sender in the parts list is part no 97465 it appears to be a bi metal switch rather than a temperature sensor my understanding is that it should go short circuit when the engine overheats but mine stays open circuit up to 100c, 4 product ratings port trim tilt sensor sender sensor sending unit mercury mariner optimax 859187a1 v6 c 78 68 top rated seller top rated seller or best offer from united states 0 28 led digital intercooler temperature gauge sensor air charge water temp fits mercury new other, 1 opened at 105 the other still temp unknown however clearly substantially higher to that end new stats will be installed tomorrow gonna swap the operation temp sensor just in case 31 bucks not even worth the time apparently temp conditions greatly influence ecm decisions on air fuel and timing which would explain a lot of issues, my 2003 mercury optimax 135hp does the constant beep just like when i turn the ignition on but it stays on and wont go past 2000 rpm but my temp sensor says im running 145 degrees is that too hot, this mercury 885342002 sensor assy temp fits the following models and components mercury amp mariner outboard parts by hp amp liter 90hp 1b736885 amp up usa cat 90 891837008 air compressor mercury mercury amp mariner outboard parts by hp amp liter 115hp 1b736885 amp up usa cat 90 891837008 3cyl 1 5l air compressor, model year 2000 two 2 temperature sensors are used to provide cylinder head tem perature information to the ecm one sensor is mounted in the starboard cylinder head and one in the air compressor cylinder head model y ear 2001 three 3 temperature sensors are used to provide temperature infor mation to the ecm one sensor is mounted, opening idle air opening can be adjusted during efi set up procedure the manifold contains the fuel rail injectors throttle position sensor and air temperature sensor a fuel rail pressure port is located on the fuel pressure regulator notes, my mercury optimax 150 slowly heats up and eventually overheats even while running at 1000 to 2000 rpm but only when in gear when i go back to neutral the temperature will drop 30 degrees f in less , the optimax air compressor is the secret to the optimax s excellent performance the air compressor builds about 80 psi of air pressure in the fuel rails this is balanced by an air pressure regulator to be 10 psi less than the fuel pressure any drop in air pressure will dramatically reduce engine performance the air compressor is belt driven, april 26th 2018 smartcraft system speedometer installation page 3 of 4 outside air temperature sensor installation 1 mount the sensor where it will be exposed to outside air and will not be in direct sunlight mercury 135 150 175 optimax instruktsiya po ustanovke, re 1998 mercury optimax temperature sensor at what temp does it come on there are two different tempure sensors one is on the air compressor the other is on the cylinder head the tempure light comes on at 173 degrees if its intermitting you will only find it with a scan tool mercs scan tool is a ddt, i have a 2006 225 mercury optimax and for the last couple of years i had problems getting it to start when the temps get below 50 degrees it will turn over just fine but doesn t start ambient air temp or baro sensor failure that is not telling the ecm to enrich the fuel mixture, this author tells us that he just put on a used air compressor on my 2001 mercury optimax 225 hp motor as well as a new belt the 2001 mercury optimax 225 hp motor started up and ran great it started on the first turn of the key sometime later the 2001 mercury optimax engine was
shut off, i have a 2006 mercury optimax 150 outboard motor in the fresh morning air in florida
5700rpm wide open throttle wot runs without problems min after raising the temperature of the air
tomorrow 11 hours the only engine turning 5200 rpm and a maximum after 5 minutes and start chug
missed and will not continue at high speed, view and download mercury optimax 115 service manual
online direct fuel injection optimax 115 outboard motor pdf manual download also for optimax 135
optimax 150 optimax 175 remove sta strap securing air temperature sensor harness to fuel hose 5
remove vapor separator vent hose to air plenum note upper fuel hose goes to fuel cooler, i have a
1996 merc 200 carb motor serial og258517 my question is the book a clymer i believe says in the
trouble shooting section to set an ohm meter to the highest scale and place the lead on the temp
temperature sensor and then a good ground the book then says i should not have any, magnum fuel
programmer works with the original inboard outboard system installed on the maf iat sensor and
perform its job through the mass air flow sensor temp signal fit your smart tune boat fuel tuner on
your 150 optimax engine today following the installation instructions allowing it to raise your
mercury to a higher level, mercury optimax air temp sensor my mercury optimax 150 slowly heats up
and eventually mercury optimax water pressure problem moderated mercury quicksilver 885342002
sensor assembly mercury temperature sensor boat parts ebay mercury optimax 225hp sensor fault
ribnet forums 8369382 mercury mariner 200hp optimax jet drive service, temp sensor mercury 135
250hp 3 01 efi 2000 2010 cross ref 13536a13 mfg part sensor air temp mercury efi dfi amp verado
mercruser 4cyl v6 amp v8 cross mercury 200hp optimax dfi serial 0g960500 to ot178499 mfg part
8m6005905 in stock, well here is my problem with my 2002 225 mercury optimax mechanics have
been out 5 times and still running like crap it is hard to start in the morning or when it sits for awhile
then it will run up to 5000 rpms but burning 23 gallons an hour sometimes it will lose those rpms and
still burn that amount of fuel to get it to go i have to play with the throttle till i hear it sound good
and, 07 mercury 07 mercury marine air plenum assembly throttle body oil pump map sensor 200 225
pair mercury optimax outboard cylinder head w temp sensor 858485t 858483t w 225 00 2001
mercury optimax 225 throttle position sensor and housing 75 00 nla oem, temperature sensor engine
air temperature sensor is not working properly noncritical service engine soon 40 temperature sensor
engine air temperature sensor is not working properly noncritical service engine soon 41 temperature
sensor air compressor temperature sensor is not working properly noncritical service engine, optimax
pro xs 250 hp kw 250 184 full throttle rpm 5500 6000 cylinder configuration v 6 displacement 1 3
0 fuel induction system 2 stage direct fuel injection dfi alternator amp 60 amp 756 watt belt driven
gearcase ratio 1 75 1 steering big tiller compatible remote recommended oil mercury optimax dfi
outboard oil tc w3, 6 map sensor 7 block pressure sensor 8 water sensor 9 shift switch 10 air
temperature sensor 11 throttle position sensor tps 12 crank position sensor 13 ecm driver oil pump
circuit 20 ampere fuse 14 electric fuel pump 20 ampere fuse 15 ignition coil 20 ampere fuse 16
accessories 20 ampere fuse 17 low oil switch 18 compressor, the optimax 2 stage injection system
uses air to shoot fuel directly into the top of the cylinder maximizes combustion efficiency 4 optimax
air compressor provides pressurized air for the injection process which is key to the optimax dfi
operation compressor is water cooled to lower the temperature of the air charge and is lubricated by
the oil, born again boating clothing https bornagainboating myshopify com collections shirts there
are a couple of basic tests and procedures that a lot of people, air temperature sensor installation 3b 29
air temperature sensor installation 3b 30 mercury optimax 200 m2 jet drive 7 2 screw m5 x 16 145 16
5 81 sensor crank position 11 1 air plenum kit 12 1 temperature sensor 13 3 o ring 14 2 screw m4 x
16 drive tight 15 1 throttle body kit, mercury quicksilver part 889575 description mercury mariner
quicksilver 889575 sender mnfld temperature 496 8 1 boat marine parts package quantity 1 customer
questions amp answers, find many great new amp used options and get the best deals for 1999
mercury 135 optimax outboard temperature sensor 13221t01 at the best online prices at ebay free
shipping for many products, mercury optimax 135 pdf user manuals view online or download
mercury optimax 135 user manual manual temperature sensor 63 air temperature sensor 63 direct
injectors 63 fuel injectors 63 disconnecting harness connectors from ignition coils and or injectors
63, a quick cleaning of the threads and it works again, f temperature speed sensor connector depth transducer engine connections for verado optimax mercruiser with a 4 pin engine diagnostic test connector 1 locate the engine diagnostic test connector on the engine refer to the appropriate service manual a, the optimax air compressor is the secret to the optimaxs excellent performance the air compressor builds about 80 psi of air pressure in the fuel rails this is balanced by an air pressure regulator to be 10 psi less than the fuel pressure any drop in air pressure will dramatically reduce engine performance, 2001 merc 175 efi running shows temp sensor failure on scanner shows a temp of 5 degrees when motor is running answered by a verified marine mechanic i have a 2001 mercury optimax 200hp and seem to have tuning problems it was missing and dropping down to 5 or 4 cylinders changed all the spark plugs and a complete set of leads, buy new oem temperature sensor replacement for mercury outboard v6 13536a13 air conditioning amazon com free delivery possible on eligible purchases, also re location of the stock air temp sensor is necessary we provide the parts not the tools and instructions for this simple instillation this kit eliminates water ingestion problems and keeps your electronics dry saving money over time we ask you to plug the stock rear air entrance forcing cool air to be drawn from the front of the engine, this boat performance tuning mod wires inline with the signal wire of intake air temperature iat sensor can be a standalone probe or the part of the integrated mass air flow maf map tmap etc sensor mercury 225 optimax dyno boost power control chip module is designed to maximize the output potential of your factory engine, the optimax air compressor has its own dedicated oil line for lubrication the air compressor also has cooling water flowing through it that comes from the water pump the compressor temp is monitored by the engine computer as with any other outboard a disruption in lubrication or cooling is detrimental to the health of the engine, map sensor hose or fitting clogged or leaking map sensor hose or fitting acu will receive the wrong manifold pressure value stock laser injected mercury motors use a tps value up to about 3000 rpm so may be less affected depending on severity of the problem broken or chipped reeds will cause erratic engine vacuum particularly at idle, ignition page 2a 2 90 859494r1 june 2000 special tools 1 digital diagnostic terminal ddt 91 823686a2 2 software cartridge 91 822608 6 3 ddt reference manual 90 825159 4, this mercury 13536a14 sensor temp fits the following models and components mercury mercury amp mariner outboard parts by hp amp liter 225hp 1b504989 amp up usa cat 90 803485008 3 0l air compressor comp 200 225 200 pro xs 1b885131 and below, new mercury oem optimax 3 0l dfi air compressor part 8m0050657 part fits all 3 0l 200 amp 225hp optimax engines 2002 2015 prior part numbers that supersede to the above listed newest item 8m0050657 8m0048555 818123t32 t30 t29 t26 t19 t16 in original packaging mercury marine dfi air compressor kit, 1 7 90 898305 analog instrument harness 84 892990t01 connects to the 10 pin j box connection on new 14 pin key choke harness to operate analog gauges new test key switch 14 pin15000a12

889575 Temperature Sensor Assembly Mercury Marine
December 31st, 2020 - Find Temperature Sensor Assembly 889575 here
2 In Stock Ships Immediately Offering discount prices on OEM Mercury Marine parts for over 50 years

How can I test an overheat sensor on a mercury outboard
January 1st, 2021 - More specifically I have a 135hp V6 Mercury Blackmax outboard from approx 1985 The overheat sensor called a sender in the parts list is part no 97465 It appears to be a bi metal switch rather than a temperature sensor My understanding is that it should go short circuit when the engine overheats but mine stays open circuit up to 100°C
**mercury trim sensor eBay**
November 13th, 2020 - 4 product ratings Port Trim Tilt Sender Sensor Sending Unit Mercury Mariner Optimax 859187A1 v6 C 78 68 Top Rated Seller Top Rated Seller or Best Offer From United States 0 28 LED Digital Intercooler Temperature Gauge Sensor Air Charge Water Temp Fits Mercury New Other

**Mercury Tech Help with 2002 Mercury Optimax 225hp**
December 24th, 2020 - 1 opened at 105 the other still temp unknown however clearly substantially higher To that end new stats will be installed tomorrow Gonna swap the operation temp sensor just in case 31 bucks not even worth the time Apparently temp conditions greatly influence ECM decisions on air fuel and timing which would explain a lot of issues

**Mercury Optimax alarm problem Bloodydecks**
January 5th, 2021 - My 2003 mercury optimax 135hp does the constant beep just like when i turn the ignition on but it stays on and wont go past 2000 rpm but my temp sensor says im running 145 degrees is that too hot

**Mercury 885342002 SENSOR ASSY TEMP Boats net**
January 4th, 2021 - This Mercury 885342002 SENSOR ASSY TEMP fits the following models and components Mercury Mercury amp Mariner Outboard Parts by HP amp Liter 90HP 1B736885 amp Up USA Cat 90 891837008 AIR COMPRESSOR Mercury Mercury amp Mariner Outboard Parts by HP amp Liter 115HP 1B736885 amp Up USA Cat 90 891837008 3CYL 1 5L AIR COMPRESSOR

**POWERHEAD Motorka org**
January 4th, 2021 - Model Year 2000 – Two 2 temperature sensors are used to provide cylinder head temperature information to the ECM One sensor is mounted in the starboard cylinder head and one in the air compressor cylinder head Model Year 2001 – Three 3 temperature sensors are used to provide temperature information to the ECM One sensor is mounted

**Outboard V6 EFI motooff ru**
January 5th, 2021 - opening idle air opening can be adjusted during EFI set up procedure The manifold contains the fuel rail injectors throttle position sensor and air temperature sensor A fuel rail pressure port is located on the fuel pressure regulator Notes

**I have a 2006 150 Mercury Optimax A loud constant alarm**
January 5th, 2021 - My Mercury Optimax 150 slowly heats up and eventually overheats even while running at 1000 to 2000 rpm but only when in gear When I go back to neutral the temperature will drop 30 degrees F in less …

**Air Injectors and Air Compressors for Mercury Optimax**
January 3rd, 2021 - The Optimax Air Compressor is the secret to the Optimax s excellent performance The Air Compressor builds about 80 PSI
of air pressure in the fuel rails. This is balanced by an air pressure regulator to be 10 PSI less than the fuel pressure. Any drop in air pressure will dramatically reduce engine performance. The Air Compressor is belt driven.

**Mercury Outboard Speedometer Sensor Location**
December 3rd, 2020 - April 26th, 2018 SMARTCRAFT SYSTEM SPEEDOMETER INSTALLATION Page 3 Of 4 Outside Air Temperature Sensor Installation 1 Mount The Sensor Where It Will Be Exposed To Outside Air And Will Not Be In Direct Sunlight MERCURY 135 150 175 OptiMax Instruktsiya po ustanovke

**1998 Mercury Optimax temperature sensor at what temp does**
December 29th, 2020 - Re 1998 Mercury Optimax temperature sensor at what temp does it come on? There are two different tempure sensors. One is on the air compressor. The other is on the cylinder head. The tempure light comes on at 173 degrees. If it's intermitting you will only find it with a scan tool. Mercs scan tool is a DDT.

**SOLVED I have a 1999 mercury optimax 225 that has been**
January 4th, 2021 - I have a 2006 225 Mercury optimax and for the last couple of years I had problems getting it to start when the temps get below 50 degrees. It will turn over just fine but doesn't start. Ambient air temp or BARO sensor failure that is not telling the ECM to enrich the fuel mixture.

**Mercury OptiMax Problems High Temperature Replacement**
January 3rd, 2021 - This author tells us that he just put on a used air compressor on my 2001 Mercury OptiMax 225 HP motor as well as a new belt. The 2001 Mercury OptiMax 225 HP motor started up and ran great. It started on the first turn of the key. Sometime later the 2001 Mercury OptiMax engine was shut off.

**Difference Optimax 150 175 What Would Cause A Mercury**
November 23rd, 2020 - I have a 2006 Mercury Optimax 150 outboard motor in the fresh morning air in Florida. 5700rpm Wide Open Throttle WOT runs without problems. Min after raising the temperature of the air tomorrow 11 hours the only engine turning 5200 rpm and a maximum after 5 minutes and start. Chug missed and will not continue at high speed.

**MERCURY OPTIMAX 115 SERVICE MANUAL Pdf Download**
ManualsLib December 29th, 2020 - View and Download Mercury Optimax 115 service manual online Direct Fuel Injection Optimax 115 outboard motor pdf manual download. Also for Optimax 135 Optimax 150 Optimax 175. Remove sta strap securing air temperature sensor harness to fuel hose. 5 Remove vapor separator vent hose to air plenum. NOTE Upper fuel hose goes to fuel cooler.

**Should a Temp control sensor have a ohm reading Boating**
January 2nd, 2021 - I have a 1996 Merc 200 carb motor serial OG258517
My question is the book a clymer I believe says in the trouble shooting section to set an ohm meter to the highest scale and place the lead on the Temp sensor lead and then a good ground The book then says I should not have any

**Mercury 150 Optimax MAGNUM Smart Tune X Boat Fuel Tuner**
November 24th, 2020 - Magnum Fuel programmer works with the original Inboard Outboard system installed on the MAF IAT Sensor and perform its job through the Mass Air Flow Sensor Temp signal Fit your Smart Tune Boat Fuel Tuner on your 150 Optimax engine today following the installation instructions allowing it to raise your Mercury to a higher level

**Mercury Optimax Air Temp Sensor Universitas Semarang**
December 11th, 2020 - Mercury Optimax Air Temp Sensor My Mercury Optimax 150 slowly heats up and eventually Mercury OptiMax Water Pressure Problem Moderated Mercury Quicksilver 885342002 Sensor Assembly Mercury Temperature Sensor Boat Parts eBay Mercury optimax 225hp sensor fault RIBnet Forums 8369382 Mercury Mariner 200hp Optimax Jet Drive Service

**Sensors amp Senders Electrical System Mercury Outboard**
January 5th, 2021 - Temp Sensor Mercury 135 250HP 3 0L EFI 2000 2010 Cross Ref 13536A13 Mfg Part Sensor Air Temp Mercury EFI DFI amp Verado Mercruiser 4Cyl V6 amp V8 Cross Mercury 200HP Optimax DFI Serial 0G960500 to OT178499 Mfg Part 8M6005905 In Stock

**02 OPTIMAX 225 Burning to much fuel hard to start BASS BARN**
January 4th, 2021 - Well here is my problem with my 2002 225 mercury optimax mechanics have been out 5 times and still running like crap it is hard to start in the morning or when it sits for awhile then it will run up to 5000 rpms but burning 23 gallons an hour Sometimes it will lose those rpms and still burn that amount of fuel to get it to go i have to play with the throttle till i hear it sound good and

**Mercury Sensor For Sale Marine Boat Parts For Sale**
August 14th, 2020 - 07 Mercury 07 Mercury Marine Air Plenum Assembly Throttle Body Oil Pump Map Sensor 200 225 Pair Mercury Optimax Outboard Cylinder Head W Temp Sensor 858485t 858483t W 225 00 2001 Mercury Optimax 225 Throttle Positon Sensor And Housing 75 00 Nla Oem

**MERCURY Fault Codes Boat Yacht Jet Ski amp Marine Engine**

**MERCURY Optimax Pro XS**
November 10th, 2020 - Optimax Pro XS 250 HP HP kW 250 184 Full
throttle RPM 5500 6000 Cylinder Configuration V 6 Displacement L 3 0 Fuel Induction System 2 Stage Direct Fuel Injection DFI Alternator Amp 60 amp 756 watt Belt Driven Gearcase Ratio 1 75 1 Steering Big Tiller Compatible Remote Recommended Oil Mercury OptiMax DFI Outboard Oil TC W3

COLOR DIAGRAMS Motorka.org
November 12th, 2020 - 6 MAP Sensor 7 Block Pressure Sensor 8 Water Sensor 9 Shift Switch 10 Air Temperature Sensor 11 Throttle Position Sensor TPS 12 Crank Position Sensor 13 ECM Driver Oil Pump Circuit 20 Ampere Fuse 14 Electric Fuel Pump 20 Ampere Fuse 15 Ignition Coil 20 Ampere Fuse 16 Accessories 20 Ampere Fuse 17 Low Oil Switch 18 Compressor

TWO STROKE DIRECT FUEL INJECTION DFI Competitive Analysis
January 5th, 2021 - The OptiMax 2 stage injection system uses air to shoot fuel directly into the top of the cylinder Maximizes combustion efficiency 4 OptiMax Air Compressor Provides pressurized air for the injection process which is key to the Optimax DFI operation Compressor is water cooled to lower the temperature of the air charge and is lubricated by the oil

What You Need To Know About Mercury Optimax s
January 3rd, 2021 - Born Again Boating Clothing https bornagainboating.myshopify.com collections shirts There are a couple of basic tests and procedures that a lot of people

FUEL SYSTEM Motorka.org
November 21st, 2020 - Air Temperature Sensor Removal 3B 29 Air Temperature Sensor Installation 3B 30 Mercury Optimax 200 M2 Jet Drive 7 2 SCREW M5 x 16 145 16 5 8 1 SENSOR Crank Position 11 1 AIR PLENUM KIT 12 1 TEMPERATURE SENSOR 13 3 O RING 14 2 SCREW M4 x 16 Drive Tight 15 1 THROTTLE BODY KIT

Amazon.com MERCURY Genuine Temperature Sensor Assembly
December 30th, 2020 - MERCURY QUICKSILVER PART 889575 DESCRIPTION Mercury Mariner Quicksilver 889575 SENDER MNFLD TEMPERATURE 496 8 1 Boat Marine Parts Package Quantity 1 Customer Questions amp Answers

1999 Mercury 135 Optimax OUTBOARD Temperature Sensor
October 12th, 2020 - Find many great new amp used options and get the best deals for 1999 Mercury 135 Optimax OUTBOARD Temperature Sensor 13221T01 at the best online prices at eBay Free shipping for many products

Mercury Optimax 135 Manuals ManualsLib
January 5th, 2021 - Mercury Optimax 135 Pdf User Manuals View online or download Mercury Optimax 135 User Manual Manual Temperature Sensor 63 Air Temperature Sensor 63 Direct Injectors 63 Fuel Injectors 63
Disconnecting Harness Connectors From Ignition Coils And Or Injectors
63

Troubleshooting a Mercury Outboard Temperature Gauge
January 2nd, 2021 - A quick cleaning of the threads and it works again

SMARTCRAFT DEPTH TRANSDUCER WIRING CONNECTIONS
January 5th, 2021 - f Temperature speed sensor connector Depth Transducer Engine Connections for Verado OptiMax MerCruiser with a 4 Pin Engine Diagnostic Test Connector 1 Locate the engine diagnostic test connector on the engine Refer to the appropriate service manual a

Optimax 150 Air Compressor Destroyed General Discussion
January 4th, 2021 - The Optimax Air Compressor is the “secret” to the Optimax’s excellent performance The Air Compressor builds about 80 PSI of air pressure in the fuel rails This is balanced by an air pressure regulator to be 10 PSI less than the fuel pressure Any drop in air pressure will dramatically reduce engine performance

2001 merc 175 EFI running shows temp sensor failure on
April 18th, 2020 - 2001 merc 175 EFI running shows temp sensor failure on scanner shows a temp of 5 degrees when motor is running Answered by a verified Marine Mechanic I have a 2001 Mercury Optimax 200hp and seem to have tuning problems It was missing and dropping down to 5 or 4 cylinders Changed all the spark plugs and a complete set of leads

New OEM Temperature Sensor Replacement For Mercury
October 7th, 2020 - Buy New OEM Temperature Sensor Replacement For Mercury Outboard V6 13536A13 Air Conditioning Amazon com FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible purchases

OPTIMAX 300XS ECU Flashing amp Kits
January 5th, 2021 - Also re location of the stock air temp sensor is necessary We provide the parts not the tools and instructions for this simple instillation This kit eliminates water ingestion problems and keeps your electronics dry saving money over time We ask you to plug the stock rear air entrance forcing cool air to be drawn from the front of the engine

Mercury 225 Optimax MAGNUM Dyno Boost Boat Performance Chip
January 4th, 2021 - This boat performance tuning mod wires inline with the signal wire of Intake Air Temperature IAT sensor can be a standalone probe or the part of the integrated Mass Air Flow MAF MAP TMAP etc sensor Mercury 225 Optimax Dyno Boost power control chip module is designed to maximize the output potential of your factory engine

2004 Mercury Optimax 200 Multiple Failures of Air
January 3rd, 2021 - The Optimax air compressor has its own dedicated oil line for lubrication The air compressor also has cooling water flowing through it that comes from the water pump The compressor temp is monitored by the engine computer As with any other outboard a disruption
in lubrication or cooling is detrimental to the health of the engine

**Mercury ECU ACU PCU Rough Idle Diagnostics**
January 4th, 2021 - MAP Sensor Hose or Fitting Clogged or leaking MAP sensor hose or fitting ACU will receive the wrong manifold pressure value Stock Laser Injected Mercury motors use a TPS value up to about 3000 RPM so may be less affected depending on severity of the problem Broken or Chipped Reeds Will cause erratic engine vacuum particularly at idle

**ELECTRICAL files motorka.org**

**Mercury 13536A14 SENSOR TEMP Boats.net**
January 4th, 2021 - This Mercury 13536A14 SENSOR TEMP fits the following models and components Mercury Mercury amp Mariner Outboard Parts by HP amp Liter 225HP 1B504989 amp Up USA Cat 90 803485008 3 0L Air Compressor Comp 200 225 200 Pro XS 1B885131 and below

**Mercury New OEM OptiMax 3 0L DFI Air Compressor 8M0060052**
December 10th, 2020 - New Mercury OEM OptiMax 3 0L DFI Air Compressor Part 8M0050657 Part fits all 3 0L 200 amp 225HP Optimax engines 2002 2015 Prior part numbers that supersede to the above listed newest item 8M0050657 8M0048555 818123T32 T30 T29 T26 T19 T16 In original packaging Mercury Marine DFI air compressor kit

**Outboard OptiMax I motooff.ru**
January 2nd, 2021 - 1 7 90 898305 Analog Instrument Harness 84 892990T01 connects to the 10 pin J box connection on new 14 pin key choke harness to operate analog gauges New Test Key Switch 14 pin15000A12

---
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